We introduce a new type of means. It is new in two ways: its domain consists of sets and its values are sets too. We investigate the properties and behavior of such generalization. We also present many naturally arisen examples for such means.
Introduction
This paper can be considered as a continuation of the investigations started in [5] and [6] where we started to build the theory of means on infinite sets. An ordinary mean is for calculating the mean of two (or finitely many) numbers. This can be extended in many ways in order to get a more general concept where we have a mean on some infinite subsets of R. The various general properties of such means, the relations among those means were studied thoroughly in [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] and [9] .
In this paper we go on in generalization. There are natural examples where the mean of a set H ⊂ R is not a single number, instead it is a set which satisfies the generalization of the required mean inequality. We call such set the mean-set of the underlying set H. Here we are going to investigate such functions. First we describe many possible properties of mean-sets and some basic relations among them. Some of those properties are generalizations of properties of ordinary/generalized means and some of the new properties can be applied for mean-sets only. We then study what operations can be defined between mean-sets and also between a mean-set and a generalized mean.
Finally we present many natural examples for mean-sets. We present some that are based on measures and some that are created by using ordinary means. In the last part of the paper we build three mean-sets that are defined by sequences of symmetric sets that approximate the underlying countably infinite set in a natural way.
Basic notations
For easier readability we copy some basic notations from [5] and [6] .
Throughout this paper function A() will denote the arithmetic mean of any number of variables. Moreover if (a n ) is an infinite sequence and lim n→∞ A(a 1 , . . . , a n ) exists then A((a n )) will denote its limit. Let T s denote the reflection to point s ∈ R that is T s (x) = 2s − x (x ∈ R). H ⊂ R is called symmetric if ∃s ∈ R such that T s (H) = H.
If H ⊂ R, x ∈ R then set H + x = {h + x : h ∈ H}. Similarly αH = {αh : h ∈ H} (α ∈ R).
We use the convention that these operations +, · have to be applied prior to the set theoretical operations, e.g.
int(H), cl(H), H ′ will denote the interior, the closure and accumulation points of H ⊂ R respectively. Let lim H = inf H ′ , lim H = sup H ′ for infinite bounded H. Usually K, M will denote means, Dom(K) denotes the domain of K.
Definition 1.3.
A generalized mean is a function K : C → R where C ⊂ P (R) consists of some (finite or infinite) bounded subsets of R, ∅ / ∈ C and inf H ≤ K(H) ≤ sup H holds for all H ∈ C. We call K an ordinary mean if C consists of finite sets only.
Properties of mean-sets
There are examples where the mean of a set H ⊂ R is not a single number, instead it is a set. We call such set the mean-set of H. More precisely:
A mean-set can be considered as a generalization of a generalized mean
Obviously the identity map id C (H) = H is a mean-set.
In the definition we allow a mean-set having a value as the empty set ∅ in order to get a fairly general notion. However in most of the cases it will not happen.
Basic properties of mean-sets
Throughout these subsections MS will denote a mean-set and Dom(MS) will denote its domain.
Usually we expect Dom(MS) to be closed under finite union and intersection and MS(H) to be Borel/Lebesgue measurable whenever H ∈ Dom(MS).
Definition 2.2.
• MS is called internal if for all H ∈ Dom(MS)
MS is strong internal if for all infinite H ∈ Dom(MS)
• MS is monotone if sup
MS is strong monotone if MS is strong internal and lim
• The mean is translation invariant if
• MS is symmetric if H ∈ Dom(MS) bounded and symmetric implies
• MS is homogeneous if H ∈ Dom(MS), α ∈ R + then αH ∈ Dom(MS), MS(αH) = αMS(H). Proposition 2.3. Internality is equivalent to inf H ≤ inf MS(H) and sup MS(H) ≤ sup H (H ∈ Dom(MS)). Strong-internality is equivalent to lim H ≤ inf MS(H) and sup MS(H) ≤ lim H (H ∈ Dom(MS)). 
Operations
Proposition 2.5. Let MS 1 , MS 2 are mean-sets on the same domain.
sup can be handled similarly.
We can define a natural two variable operation on mean-sets that makes it a semigroup.
Moreover if both mean-sets are translation-invariant, reflection-invariant, homogeneous then so is
Proof. By definitions of mean-set
whenever H ∈ Dom(MS). sup can be handled similarly.
Strong-internality similarly follows from 2.3. The inheritance of the remaining properties is straightforward.
Clearly the identity map is the unit element in the semigroup. Definition 2.8. Let MS be a mean-set such that H ∈ Dom(MS) implies that MS(H) ∈ Dom(MS). Then we can define new mean-sets in the following way.
We define one more mean-set:
Proposition 2.9. Let MS be a mean-set. It has an inverse for operation • iff it is injective and inf H = inf MS(H) and sup H = sup MS(H). The mean-sets having these properties constitute a group for this operation.
Proof. Apply 2.3 to both MS(H) and MS −1 (H).
The question arises whether such mean-set exists that is not the identity and defined on a reasonably big subset of P (R). We present such an example. We show that MS is injective. Let H ∈ Dom MS. We have to show that if MS(K) = MS(H) then K = H. We know that MS(H) is open hence it is a disjoint union of some open intervals. Let I be an interval in this union. By the construction from H, I has a pair J H that has the same length. Similarly it has another pair J K from the construction from K. If J H = J K then the same interval exists in both H and K. If we have this property for all I then H = K holds. Suppose that J H = J K . Then they are on different sides of I and they came from different intervals from H and K. Say I, J H came from I 1 H ⊂ H, and I, J K came from I 1 K ⊂ K. But then J K has to have a pair I 2 and an ancestor interval I 2 H ⊂ H. Then I 2 has to have a pair I 3 by construction from K and so on. We end up with an infinite sequence of intervals with equal length that is a contradiction because H, K were bounded.
Clearly
Definition 2.11. Product of a mean-sets and a generalized mean: Let MS, K be a mean-sets and a generalized mean respectively such that
Proposition 2.12. Let MS, K be a mean-sets and a generalized mean respectively such that
Proof. By definitions of mean-set and generalized mean
Some more properties
We enumerate some various other properties that we will refer to later. Definition 2.13.
• MS is convex if I is a closed interval and
•
• MS is called
MS is finite if MS(H) is finite (H ∈ Dom(MS)).
MS is idempotent if MS(MS(H)) = MS(H) (H, MS(H) ∈ Dom(MS)).
• MS is increasing if H ⊂ K implies that MS(H) ⊂ MS(K).
• Let H, K ⊂ R. We set H ≤ K if there exists g :
• MS is of finite order for each set if
• MS is of finite order if ∃n ∈ N such that ∀H ∈ Dom(MS)
Otherwise it is of infinite order.
The following statement is a trivial consequence of the definitions. To show that MS is strong-monotone we can assume that sup H 1 ≤ inf H 2 because we can leave countable many points without changing the result. Similarly in the statement to be proved we can replace lim with inf and lim with sup for which the statement is straightforward.
shows that MS is not closed, not accumulated. 
Example 3.5. MS aa is not of finite order for each set:
Proof. Let x ∈ (inf H, sup H). Then there are a, b ∈ H such that a < x < b. Clearly a, b, 
MS
aas behaves in a different way as the next example shows.
Then there are sequences (x n ), (y n ) such that x n , y n ∈ H and xn+yn 2 → p. By boundedness we can assume that that x n → x, y n → y. Evidently both sequence cannot be constant. If none of them is constant then we get the first case (x, y ∈ H ′ ). If one sequence is constant then we get the second case (x ∈ H ′ , y ∈ H).
Example 3.9. We cannot omit boundedness. Let
Proof. If x ∈ H ′ then there is (x n ) such that ∀n x n ∈ H, x n = x m (n = m) and x n → x moreover either ∀n x n < x or ∀n x n > x and |x − x n | is strictly decreasing. Then clearly x ∈ (MS aas ({x n : n ∈ N})) ′ .
Proposition 3.11. MS aa and MS aas is not strong internal, not finite, not strong-monotone, not convex. MS aa is convex while MS aas is not. They are both monotone, increasing, translation-invariant, reflectioninvariant, homogeneous. H ⊂ MS aa (H) holds.
is not strong internal, not finite, not strong-monotone (let
The remaining statements are trivial consequences of the properties of the arithmetic mean. The last assertion H ⊂ MS aa (H) is straightforward. 
Set π x (x, y) = x the projection to the first coordinate. We then get the statement for z
We can investigate g(z) = λ(z − ) (z ∈ MS aa (H)) and ask if it has a maximum and if yes then there is a unique z where it is reached.
First let us fix some notation:
, π x (x, y) = x is the projection to the first coordinate, set f (x, y) = x+y 2 , Lemma 3.14. Let H, K ⊂ R Borel measurable and d = λ(H△K).
Proof. Evidently
Lemma 3.15. Let H ⊂ R be bounded Lebesgue measurable, ǫ > 0. Then there is K ⊂ R such that K is the union of finitely many open intervals and λ(H△K) < ǫ.
Proof. It is known that there is a bounded open G such that H ⊂ G and
Then g is continuous.
Proof. We already noted that
and it is true for every z ∈ R. From that λ(z
Hence it is enough to show that z → λ 1 H z is continuous.
Let ǫ > 0 and z 0 ∈ R be given. We need a δ > 0 such that
By 3.15 there is K ⊂ R such that K is the union of finitely many open intervals and λ(H△K) <
is continuous because of 3.13. Obviously
By 3.14 |λ 1 (
and also |λ 1 (
. Now by the continuity of z → λ 1 (K z ) we can choose δ > 0 such that
holds whenever |z 0 − z| < δ.
Corollary 3.17. Let H ⊂ R be bounded Borel measurable. Then g :
Proof. By 3.16 the extended g is continuous on [inf MS aa (H), sup MS aa (H)] hence it takes its maximum in this compact interval. If z ∈ MS aa (H) then g(z) = 0 hence the maximum has to be taken in a point of MS aa (H).
The following example shows that z → λ(z − ) may take its maximum in several points, moreover we cannot state that the set where its maximum is taken is connected. 
, and λ(z − ) = 0 where not specified. Hence the maximum value (that is 1) is taken in {1} ∪ [3, 3.5] .
and f is continuous. Therefore there is x ∈ R such that f (x) =
(2) If x < lim H then λ(H x− ) = 0 which means that x ∈ MS hf (H). The other case is similar.
which gives that MS hf (H) is closed by f being continuous. f being increasing gives that MS hf (H) has to be connected. MS hf (H) being infinite interval would contradict to either lim
. By (3) we get that a = b = p. To prove necessity suppose that ∃δ > 0 such that λ H ∩ (p, p + δ) = 0. Then p + δ 2 would be in MS hf (H) too that is a contradiction. The other case is similar.
Proof. By 3.20 (4)
gives the statement.
]) = 4.5 which gives the statement by 3.21.
Proposition 3.23. The mean-set MS
hf is strongly-internal, strongmonotone, convex, translation invariant, reflection invariant, homogeneous, finite-independent. It is not closed, not accumulated, not idempotent, not increasing.
Proof. The "strong" parts and finite-independence are a consequence of the fact that a countable set has measure zero.
To show convexity let MS hf (H) = [a, b] ⊂ I where I is an interval and let L ⊂ I. Suppose that x ∈ MS hf (H ∪ L) and sup I < x holds as well.
. From these two equations we get that λ(L) = 0 which means that
The remaining assertions are trivial.
To show that it is neither closed nor accumulated let 
It is easy to see that MS has the required property.
Mean-sets defined by ordinary means
We can also define mean-sets starting from ordinary means. In this subsection we present some ways where we meet such mean-sets in a natural way.
First let us set a convention for an ordinary mean K: a) i.e. we could say that K is defined on unordered pairs of R or on the set {a, b}.
We can simply generalize the method described in Definition 3.3. Similarly we can prove: Proposition 3.26. MS aa K is internal, monotone and increasing. It is not strong internal, not finite, not strong-monotone, not convex.
In the sequel we will define mean-sets that are defined on finite closed intervals only.
The next example is based on the method how we get quasi-arithmetic means from the arithmetic mean.
Definition 3.27. Let K be an ordinary mean that is defined on R × R. Let f : R → R be a continuous function. Then for a, b ∈ R set
Proof. (1) and (3) are obvious. (2) is the consequence of the Darboux property of the continuous f .
E.g. K sin x is a finite mean-set for every ordinary mean K.
Let us recall some basic definition regarding ordinary means. An ordinary mean K is strict internal if a < b implies that a < K(a, b) < b. K is called continuous if it is a 2-variable continuous function.
Definition 3.29. Let K be a strictly internal ordinary mean that is defined on R × R. Let H ⊂ R be finite, is dense in (a, b).
Proof. Suppose the contrary that there is
In the construction of compounding means we also meet a natural meanset.
Definition 3.32. Let K 1 , K 2 be strictly internal, continuous ordinary means such that
It is known that (a n ), (b n ) both converges to the same limit that is called the compounding mean of K 1 , K 2 . Hence the mean-set is a union of two convergent sequence.
Mean-sets by sequences of approximating sets
In this subsection we are dealing with mean-sets defined only on countably infinite sets.
We define 3 mean-sets, the average, s-average and xs-average sets of H.
Unfortunately MS a is out of interest as the next proposition shows. It works as the Cesaro summation in this sense (cf. [10] . Let us take the minimum such x 1 . Then x 1 cannot be equal to x because it would imply that x 2 = x i.e. x would be a right sided accumulation point as well hence lim H +x = x would hold so we could choose a smaller x 1 and a greater x 2 too. Therefore x 1 < x = lim H x− . That gives that ∃ǫ > 0 such that [x, x + ǫ) ⊂ MS axs (H) because
∈ MS axs (H) for y 1 ∈ [x 1 , x).
Example 3.38.
• H 1 = { 1 n : n ∈ N} ∪ {1 + 
